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Task Definition

To enhance functionality of the EXFOR-Editor
program on preparation of the following information
for the EXFOR library:

 numerical data on incident neutron spectra, or
resolution or response function according to the new
EXFOR rules;

 exchange files with experimental data of nuclear
reactions.
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Run EXFOR-Editor

Click the program icon or run 
ExfData4_01.EXE from the program 
directory to launch the ExfData
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Create a New SUPPL-INF Subentry 
Switch on the Entry-mode 

of the EXFOR-Editor

Click to create a new 
SUPPL-INF Subentry
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Input Data for the STATUS and HISTORY Keywords

Set a code word Input additional information

Select a
code

Input 
the date

Input additional
information

Switch on the flag to enable 
the HISTORY keyword use
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Set the YES code 
to enable precision 

setting

Input Data for the SUPPL-INF Keyword

Select a code Input additional information

Set the number of 
numerical data 

columns 

Input the data titles and their 
units for every numerical data 

column in free text
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Import Numerical Data through the Clipboard 

Click to paste 
data  from the 

Clipboard

Set options 
for numerical 

data input

Clipboard
context

Click to refresh 
the Clipboard 

context

Click to 
delete the left 

spaces

Click to input 
data into 
the table
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Processing of Numerical Data

Import data from  
external file
Import data from 
clipboard

Input a constant value

Set data precision

Copy data from one 
column to another
Add a row to the end 
of table
Make a copy of the 
selected row
Move the row up

Export data into  
external file

Sort data by columns

Make a plot

Clear the table

Make calculations 
with columns

Check correctness

Clear the selected 
column

Insert a row in the 
selected position

Move the row down

Cancel the last 
operation

Delete the row
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Set Data Format and Precision

Integer numbers

Decimal numbers with 
fixed or floating point

Number of digits 
before‘E’

Number of digits 
after ‘E’

Erasing low-order 
zeroes 
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Make a Plot

Select columns for axes Click to show a plot
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Save the SUPPL-INF Subentry into the Entry

Set the Subentry 
number 

Select position 
to insert 

the Subentry

Click to input 
into the Entry
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Task Definition

To enhance functionality of the EXFOR-Editor
program on preparation of the following information
for the EXFOR library:

 numerical data on incident neutron spectra, or
resolution or response function according to the new
EXFOR rules;

 exchange files with experimental data of nuclear
reactions.
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Create a New Exchange File

Switch on the TRANS-
mode of the EXFOR-EditorClick to create the 

exchange file 
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Create a New Exchange File

Mark 
ENTRY 

filenames 
for a new 

TRANS

Click to include 
additional Entries

Select a new file 
type from the 
drop-down list

Input a four-
character file 
identification

Input 
a filename 
extension

Click to create 
a new file
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The TRANS-Mode of the EXFOR-Editor

Click to add 
new Entries

Edit the 
exchange file

Use to navigate 
through the 

opened 
exchange file
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Order the Exchange File Records

Click to run the
ZOrderW program

Click to save the
result file
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Check the Exchange File

Click to run 
the Zchex
program

Click to run the
Trans Checker 

program

Click to highlight the wrong record
Click to highlight the wrong record
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Additional Comment

Select the option “User`s 
Format” to save the 

author’s formatting of text 
information in the Entry.


